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TOMCAT is tougher than a barnyard cat for controlling rats and mice. TOMCAT baits are manufactured with human food-grade ingredients and enhancers, for a bait so palatable that rats and mice can’t resist. Containing the anticoagulant diphacinone, TOMCAT is an economical, multiple-feeding bait that kills rats and mice in 4 to 6 days.

TOMCAT WITH BROMETHALIN mouse and rat killer contains the active ingredient bromethalin 0.01%, the most efficient active ingredient allowed by the EPA Mitigation Decision.

POST-MITIGATION HOMEOWNER PRODUCTS
TOMCAT Mouse & Rat Killer contains the active ingredient bromethalin, the most efficient active ingredient allowed by the EPA Mitigation Decision.

HAWK can kill rats and mice in a single feeding with its powerful anticoagulant bromadiolone. Use HAWK with confidence for unsurpassed control, even against warfarin resistant “super-rats.” Rats and mice die in 4 or 5 days after eating just a single-feeding of HAWK. A superior formulation makes HAWK irresistible to rats and mice.

ERAZE AG
Motomco-Kills rats & mice. Teaspoon amounts control in a single-feeding. 2% Zinc Phosphide. Scoop included.

(1) Kid & dog tested-Can use indoors and outdoors.
(3) Kid tested-Not dog tested-No outdoor use.

www.mws-d.com
JAGUAR is tougher on rats and mice with the strongest single-feeding anticoagulant available - Brodifacoum. JAGUAR is especially successful in cleaning out tough mouse infestations or where resistance is suspected. Get guaranteed success with JAGUAR’s tasty blend of more than 16 human food-grade ingredients.

31410 31410 Chunx Pl-9lb 2
31418 31418 Chunx Pl-18lb 1
31402 31402 Pellet Pl-12lb 2
31473 31473 Place Pacs Pl-73x50gm 2
31405 31405 Place Pacs Pl-150x50gm 1
31318 NEW 31318 Soft Bait Pl-16lb (484-15gm pkts) 1

JAGUAR SOFT BAIT made with Brodifacoum. Extruded hole in center of bait for ease of placement. Does not freeze. Won’t melt even at temps above 200°. Larger, 15g bait sachet requires fewer placements. Palatable formula.

RAMPAGE is a key component in the fight against resistance, as it contains Bromethalin 0.01%, a non-anticoagulant. RAMPAGE provides sure, fast control, in one to two days, or even hours in some instances. Rodents also stop feeding after eating a lethal dose of RAMPAGE, so more rodents are controlled with less bait. There is no secondary poisoning with RAMPAGE; pets won’t be harmed if they accidentally eat a poisoned rodent.

22240 22249 Chunx 15gm Pl-4lb 4
22290 22291 Chunx 15gm Pl-9lb 1
15256 22121 Place Pac Pl-121x0.53oz(15gm) 2
22112 22112 Loose Pl-12lb 1

Rampik® Bait

Neogen-All Ramik® bait formulations contain the proven and effective anticoagulant rodenticide diphacinone. The Ramik bait systems use food processing technology to produce unusually palatable and highly attractive baits that retain their freshness, sweetness, and effectiveness in long-lasting forms.

17191 116305 Green 1/2” Nugget PL/60x4oz 1
116336 116336 Green 1/2” Nugget 4lb Pouch 4
116341 116341 Green 1/2” Nugget PlacePouch/16x4oz 4
17231 116316 Mini Green 3/16” Nugget PL/45x43gm pack 4
116332 116332 Mini Bars PL/64x1oz bars 4
116334 116334 Ramik Bars Box/4x16oz 4
3000800 000800 Refillable Station & Bars Station & 8-1oz 6
3000900 000900 Refillable Station & Bars Station & 16-1oz 6

Havoc® Bait

Neogen-Contains the anticoagulant Brodifacoum which has the lowest lethal dose of any anticoagulant in the market. XT Blok is a low profile blok that has great edges for gnawing that rodents love. It is also one of the most palatable weather resistant baits on the markets.

116362 XT 20gr Blocks 8lb Resealable Pouch 4
130036 Pelleted Pl-40-2x50gm Packs 6

Just One Bite® II Mouse & Rat Bait

Farnam- Kills Norway rats, roof rats, house mice, and warfarin-resistant Norway rats. May consume a lethal dose in one feeding, with first dead rodents appearing 4 or 5 days after treatment begins. BARS break into 2 oz mini-bars for bait stations. BAIT CHUNXS features nibble ridges to promote rat and house mouse chewing. The hole through the middle allows for mounting in bait stations. Each disposable BAIT STATION is preloaded with a 0.5 oz block of Just One Bite® EX mouse bait.

40622 Bars Pak/8-16oz 4
5027768 Chunx Pl-8lb(64-2oz) 4
5029516 Place Pacs Pl-86-1.5oz 4

Active Ingredient: Bromadiolone

40622 Bars Pak/8-16oz 4
5027768 Chunx Pl-8lb(64-2oz) 4
5029515 Bait Station w/0.5oz block Box/3pak 4

Active Ingredient: Bromethalin


231440 23144 Chunx Pl-4lb 4
230450 23045 Pelleted Pl-5lb(loose) 4
Rats and mice are known to carry and transmit over 35 diseases that are threats to humans and domestic livestock.

**Rat Bait:** Cheese, chicken or fowl flesh, cereal grains, peanut butter and oatmeal mixed, peppermint candy.

**Skunk Bait:** Chicken entrails, crackels, fish-canned or fresh-insect larvae such as May beetles, crisp bacon or cat food.

**Squirrel Bait:** Cereal, grains, nuts (especially peanuts) sunflower seeds, anise oil (a drop or two on bread), shelled corn, apples. Mixed peanut butter and oatmeal or peanut butter and molasses, popcorn. One trapper sweats by almond extract on bread to tempt the nearest squirrel.

**Rabbit Bait:** Fresh vegetables (brussel sprouts, cabbage, carrots, lettuce), apples. In the wintertime, bread is a good bait, red fox urine. Spraying the inside of the trap with apple cider is also effective.

**BAIT STATIONS**

**TOMCAT Versatile Rodent Bait Station**
Can be positioned vertically or horizontally to fit any baiting or trapping situation. Removable tray makes it easy to clean. Can be easily fastened to walls. Can hold bait chunx or mouse traps.

#33441
1 station in an attractive display sleeve

#33450
33456
33473
33477
33466

**Little Giant** - Manufactured from heavy-duty galvanized wire mesh with steel reinforcement. Spring-loaded door, protected handle and automatic locking system provide safety for both animal and human.

### Live Traps

**Single Door**

- LT1 1/2" x 1" mesh
- LT2 1" x 1" mesh
- LT3 1 1/4 x 1" mesh
- LT5 1/2" x 1" mesh

**Double Door**

- L18 1/2" x 1" mesh
- L18 3/4" x 1" mesh
- L24" x W7" x H10" mesh
- L24" x W11" x H13 mesh

**Victor** - "Tin Cat" Live Mouse Trap.
Catches mice 24 hours a day. Allows for clean, easy disposal or release. Repeating trap catches up to 30 mice at one time. Safe around children and pets.

#104002

**Knoss Pro-Tech Live Mouse Trap**
No winding or setting. Trap is always properly set for faster placement. Fits under pallets and confined areas. Easier to clean. Entrance tunnels are out of the way and off the floor of the trap. Durable galvanized steel. Clear top lid.

#33511

**Motomco Live Catch Mouse Trap**
Catches mice 24 hours a day. Allows for clean, easy disposal or release. Catches up to 10 mice at a time. Safe around children and pets.

#33511

Rats and mice are known to carry and transmit over 35 diseases that are threats to humans and domestic livestock.
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**Mole & Gopher Repellent**

**Liquid Repellent**
Utilizes a proprietary formulation that emulsifies the active ingredient, castor oil, so that it can be easily mixed with water. This specialized process is called “Ground Penetrating Technology™” (GPT™). GPT™ significantly improves the ability of the castor oil to mix with water and penetrate deep into the soil.

- Treats 10,000 sq.ft. Apply using a garden hose.
- #34532 - 32oz

**Granules Repellent**
- Treats 4,000 sq.ft.
- #34784 4lb bag

---

**Mole & Gopher Bait**

- **Tomcat**
  - Mole & Gopher
  - MWS 32550 - 6oz

- **PWMfg.**
  - #70750 - DK-1 Cs/12

- **Sweeney’s**
  - Trap and kill moles effectively without the use of chemicals or poisons. Designed for easy activation and equipped with a safety pin for secure operation. Each trap is powder coated for long-lasting, reusable application and boxed individually, fully assembled, with complete operating instructions.
  - #9011

---

**Mole & Gopher Traps**

- **Motomco**
  - Easy to use. Foot pedal allows for easy, hands-free setting. Low profile design allows trap to sit close to the ground when set. Yellow trigger mechanism allows easy visibility when trap has been triggered. Reusable. Safer to set. Trap jaws are underground to decrease chances of injury. Hidden trigger prevents unwanted activation. Safety release button allows trap to be reset for easy relocation. Rugged, all-weather construction. Heavy duty springs for maximum force. Highly sensitive, center-mounted trigger allows for capture from either direction.
  - #34160

- **PWMfg.**
  - #70750 - DK-1 Cs/12

---

**Mole & Gopher Bait & Repellents**

- Motomco - Scientifically designed and tested to mimic a mole’s natural food source, the earthworm and the grubworm. Moles may consume a lethal dose in a single feeding. EPA approved for use on lawns and gardens. Ready to use. Active Ingredient: Bromethalin.

- #34310 Worm - Box/8 worms
- #39967 Worm Display 10-4x2 Worms
- #34360 Grub Worm Box/8 grub worms
- #39969 Grub Worm Display 16-4x2 Grubs

---

**Contact Information**

- 800-397-6972
- www.mws-d.com
- www.tomcatmole.com
Motomco-Capture rats and mice without poison. The powerful adhesive holds rodents securely, once they step onto the glue.

#87831 - Mouse Pak/2 32419
#5005785 - Mouse Pak/4 32420
#32418 - Mouse Cs/48-2pk
#87130 - Rat Pak/2 32424
#32423 - Rat Cs/24-2pk Econ.
#32509 - Mouse Cs/26-4pk Econ.

Neogen-Ramik® Mouse, Rat and Insect Glue Boards-Disposable, non-toxic, ready-to-use, professional strength trap for mice, rats and crawling insects. Leave flat or fold up like a box.

#123940 - Mouse Pak/4
#123609 - Rat Pak/2

Revenge-Mouse, Rat & Insect Glue Boards-Captures mice, rats, roaches, spiders and other crawling household pests including snakes. Ready to use, Non Toxic and completely disposable.

#61122 - Mouse Pak/4
#61124 - Rat Pak/2

Tomcat Liquid
Motomco-One 1.7oz package mixed with one quart of water. Act.Ingred. Diphacinone.

#32708 - Pk/8-1.7oz
#108944(32701) - Ctn/50-1.7oz
#5013329 (750) - Screw-on base
#15247 (666) - Screw-on jar


#5005783 Mouse Pak/2 33500
#33530 Mouse HD Pak/2

Motomco-Reliable, economical and easy to use cheese pedal wood trap. Comes with header card for easy displaying.

#33509 - Pak/2

Motomco-Reliable, economical and easy to use cheese pedal wood trap.

#16112 Dsp/6-2paks

LittleGiant-The easiest rodent trap you will ever set! Just press to set and squeeze to eject. Never touch design takes the mess out of catching pests.

#16112 - PRT

“The Better” Rat Trap- Grey Plastic


#5005784 Mouse Pak/2 33500


#13035 - Pak/2

Victor-Original wood base wire snap trap.

#3146 - Pak/2

Rats and mice are very prolific. About every four weeks rats can produce 8-12 young and mice 4-8 per litter.

www.mws-d.com
GOPHER BAIT

GOPHER BAIT 50
Strychnine Treated Grain Bait

Product Features:
Strychnine treated grain bait for pocket gopher control. Subsoil applications only. Insert one tablespoon of bait into the gopher burrow system. One pound of bait will treat one to eight acres.

Key Insects:
pocket gophers

Use Sites:
rangelands, pastures, croplands, fields

Active Ingredients:
Strychnine 0.5%

Brand:
Martins®

www.martinsbrand.com

Muslim often harbor the plains pocket gopher (Geomys bursarius). Gophers eat mostly plant roots but also some above-ground parts, including alfalfa crown buds. They often build their burrows in the most productive field areas that have the most available food supplies. They destroy vegetation directly over their burrows, creating thin plant stands or bare spots. Gopher activity does have some benefits. It increases water infiltration and reduces soil compaction. For forage production, however, the damage can easily outweigh the benefits. In some studies, gophers reduced alfalfa yields by up to 46 percent. The mounds also can damage mowing and bailing equipment. Holes or burrows near the surface can injure grazing animals. Gopher control requires a long-term commitment and attention to timing. Poisoning and trapping are the most common ways to control gophers. Trapping takes time and works well in small areas (and larger ones, if a cheap labor source exists). Poisoning works well over large areas. This should be done in early spring or late fall when gophers are actively seeking and storing food. Baits should be placed in burrows, not left on the soil surface.

Gopher Killer

Motomco—Controls pocket gophers. Kills gophers in hours. Easy to apply. Ready to use pelleted bait. Specially sized pellets to fit most bait spreaders. 2% Zinc Phosphide. Scoop included.

#32553 - 1lb jar  #32541 - 5lb pail

RODENT SMOKE BOMBS

Rapid gas killer for tunneling and burrowing rodents. Gas cartridge kills rats, gophers, ground hogs, skunks, squirrels and moles. Fills hole with poisonous gas. Cartridge can be instantly extinguished with water.

Giant Destroyer

#19062 - Card/4

Revenge

#61110 - Card/4

Gopher Getter Jr.

Automatically drops the right amount of bait underground for safety. The gophers will consume the bait there and die underground safely out of reach of your pets.

#10871 - Gopher Getter Jr. GA-600-B
#6115 - Empty jar only

Gopher Getter

The GOPHER GETTER builds and baits an artificial pocket gopher runway in one fast and sure operation. The depth of this runway is adjustable to help you better intercept natural pocket gopher runways.

The GA-300 attaches to a category 2 hitch or category 2 quick hitch.

#130018 - GA-300-18” Blade
#130020 - GA-300-20” Blade
#30022 - GA-300-22” Blade

The GA-400 is our standard three point hitch model.

#40018 - GA-400-18” Blade
#40020 - GA-400-20” Blade
#40022 - GA-400-22” Blade

The GA-500 is our pull-type model and allows for easy highway transportation. Intercepts natural pocket gopher runways.

#50018 - GA-500-18” Blade
#50022 - GA-500-22” Blade

All Gopher Getter machines are available by special order.

The GA-500 is our pull-type model and allows for easy highway transportation. Intercepts natural pocket gopher runways.

#50018 - GA-500-18” Blade
#50022 - GA-500-22” Blade

All Gopher Getter machines are available by special order.
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6 Keys to Successfully Control Rats & Mice

Choosing the right product for the job.

- Your choice of rodent control product depends upon several factors:
  - The type of problem you’re experiencing – mouse or rat problems.
  - The severity of the problem – a bad infestation, minor problem, occasional intruder.
  - Environmental conditions – indoors or outdoors, the presence of children and pets, sanitation conditions, single dwelling or apartment complex.
  - Control preferences – how comfortable you are using a particular method of control.

Placing product where rodents travel.

- An inspection of the premises will reveal the problem areas and the species involved - mice or rats. Place bait or traps where rats or mice will find it, usually along their runways next to walls or where you’ve seen droppings, nesting materials, gnaw marks, burrows or other signs of rodents.
- The idea is to place the trap or bait in the area where it will intercept the rodent while it is traveling from it’s nest to a food source.
  - For mice - this is typically 10-30 feet.
  - For rats - this is typically 25-100 feet.

Use enough product placements.

- A common mistake in controlling rodents is underestimating their numbers.
  - For mice - space placements at 8-12 foot intervals.
  - For rats - space placements at 15-30 foot intervals.
- Note: Make sure to keep a fresh supply of bait and remove any spoiled bait. Move devices if you are not achieving results.

Read the label before using.

- With bait, the label is the law. Before using any product, read the instructions carefully. The label instructions give useful information on bait or trap placement.

Always secure bait in bait stations.

- To reduce the chances that children, pets, and other wildlife will come into contact with the bait always secure the bait inside of a bait station.
- Bait stations are available in different sizes to accommodate rats and mice. Additionally, rodents feel secure in these bait stations where they find and eat the bait. Bait stations should be placed in areas where signs of rodent activity are visible to achieve the best results.
- Motomco offers stations that have been tested and proven tamper-resistant to kids and kids & dogs in both disposable and refillable options. However, it is still safest to always place all rodent control products in areas inaccessible to children and pets.

Eliminate rodents’ food, water, and harbourage whenever possible.

- Reduce the chances of having a severe or persistent rodent problem by applying rodent-proofing measures, such as plugging holes where rodents are entering buildings. Get rid of the rodents’ food and water, whenever possible. Store food in containers. Clean up the problem area by getting rid of clutter. Disrupting the rodents’ environment stresses them and may send them scurrying.